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1. Introduction 
The business processes are the fundamental building blocks for a successful organization. 
The information technology (IT), when directed to the management and improvement of 
business processes, has helped the organization to complete its enterprise vision and 
improve its competitive position. The needs of the business should be provided by 
information technology looking forward to achieve business goals as competition, 
competitiveness and strategies. Systems that do not meet the needs of the organization may 
impede the development of the business. 
The organizational modeling, in this context, facilitates the comprehension of business 
environment and it is recognized as a valuable activity for the development information 
system in accordance to Nurcan and Barrios (2003) and Persson (2000). The process of 
organizational modeling should bring answers to these questions: why, what, who, which, 
when, where and how. For so many, there are several modeling techniques in the literature 
with a significant range of notations.  
The approach that will be used in this work is the EKD - Enterprise Knowledge Development - 
a methodology that provides a systematic and controlled way to analyze, understand, develop 
and document an organization and its components, using the Organizational Modeling 
(Rolland et at, (2000), Bubenko et al. (1998) and Nurcan (1998)). The EKD also contributes to 
make a decision in modern organizations that are highly dependent on information 
technology (Nurcan and Barrios (2003) and Nurcan and Rolland (2003)). According to 
Bubenko et al. (1998), the types of submodels of EKD method are: Goals Model, Business rules 
model, Concepts Model, Business Process Model, Actors and Resources Model and 
Requirements and Technicians Components Model. This methodology is explained in detail 
by: Pádua et al (2004a), Dallavalle and Cazarini (2001), and Pádua (2001). The main problem of 
the approach of Organizational Modeling, including the EKD, is the lack of a more complex 
technical analysis. It has been discussed by several authors the problem of informal structure 
of organizational techniques and business processes models. 
Among them, some can be mentioned: Dongen et al (2007); Lenz et al. (2005); Mevius and 
Oberw (2005); Padua et al. (2004b); Koubarakis and Plexousakis (2002); Junginger et al. 
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(2001); Jonkers et al. (2003); Dehnert (2003), Padua (2004); Padua et al. (2003), Padua et al. 
(2002) and Aalst (1999).  
According to Padua (2004), the syntax and the semantics of the EKD business processes 
model are not well defined formally and rigorously. As a result, the EKD business processes 
model may be ambiguous and of difficult analysis mainly  in more complex systems, not 
being possible to check the consistency and completeness of the model. The absence of 
formal semantics also makes difficult the use of more efficient techniques analysis.  In this 
work, these problems were studied under an approach based on Petri nets. The formalism of 
Petri nets makes it a powerful technique of modeling for representation of processes, 
allowing display of: competition, parallelism, synchronization, non-determinism and 
mutual exclusion. The main concepts of Petri nets are discussed by Padua et.al. (2002)  
Many works have valued the formal structure of Petri nets for business processes 
representation, among them some can be mentioned: Verbeek et al. (2007), Guan et. al. (2006), 
Zhang and Shuzen (2006), Ou-Yang and Lin (2007), Aalst and Hee (2002), Padua (2004), Padua 
et al (2003), Padua et al (2004), Padua et al. (2002) and Aalst (1999). Therefore, this work 
presents a method of assessment of the Business Processes Model of the EKD. In order to the 
method could be created, it was necessary to develop the formalization of the business 
processes model of the EKD and the mapping of the business processes model on Petri nets.   
The method of evaluation was applied in the process model of the human resources strategic 
plan developed in the project ESPRIT ELEKTRA (“Electrical Enterprise Transforming 
Knowledge for Applications”) (BUBENKO et al 1998). The model mapped on Petri nets was 
simulated on the tool “Petri Net Tools” developed and implemented at the Simulation and 
Discrete Control Systems Laboratory at University of São Paulo in São Carlos (Soares, 2001). 
The editor had six modules. Four modules were in operation: Petri network L/T 
(local/transition), MFG (Mark Flow Graph), SFC (Sequential Flow Chart) and stochastic PN.  
The editor allows the following types of analysis: reachability tree; incidence matrix; 
limitation; vivacity; verification of the final state, transitions and invariant places.  
In the studies of Aalst and Hee (2002), Verbeek et al. (2002), Salimifard   and Wright (2001) 
Aalst (1999), Aalst and Hofstede (2000), Voorhoeve (2000) and Mold and Valk (2000) the 
business processes are directly modeled on Petri nets. 
 In this study, the construction of the business processes model followed the EKD 
organizational modeling method and not directly onto Petri nets. The procedure of mapping 
the business processes model onto Petri nets was developed based on Petri nets 
place/transition. The power of analysis of the properties of the model would be reduced in 
case the mapping was based on extended and high-level nets. Methods to assess Petri colored 
net are computationally expensive and feasible only for simple models (Jensen, 1997).  
The work is structured in nine sections, including this introduction. On section two 
important concepts related to nets of Petri in the context of business processes model will be 
introduced. In section three, a presentation of the formal model of business processes is 
made. Sections four and five will present the model of business processes on Petri nets map 
and assessment method of the EKD business processes model. The section six shows the 
application method. The ending considerations are outlined on section seven. 
2. Petri Net and business process model 
According to Hofstede and Aalst (2000), some mistakes are easily identified on  the models 
of Petri nets like deadlock, when it is not possible performing any task; livelock, when a case 
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is in infinite loop, being possible performing tasks, but no progress is possible and deadtask, 
when a task can never be run on any situation. 
Some studies investigate the use of subclasses of Petri nets to increase the decision-making 
power without reducing the power of modeling of Petri networks. In these subclasses some 
structural restrictions are made on Petri nets. The subclass of Petri nets denominated free-
choice enables the modeling of the parallelism conflict and the synchronization. When a 
place is an input of several transitions, this place is the only input of these transitions.  
Thus, all transitions will be qualified or no one will be, making possible the choice of the 
event freely. Formally, the definition of free-choice is: Be a Petri net = (P, T, I, O, K). I is the 
set of inputs to the transitions and O is the set of the outputs of the transitions. K is the 
capacity of places. This network is classified as a network of free-choice if, and only if, I(tj) = 
{pi} ou  O(pi) ={tj}, ∀ tj ∈ T and pi ∈ I (tj). 
The main problem of the approach of Organizational modeling, including the EKD, is the 
lack of objective technical analysis.  In this case, Petri nets have an excellent potential to 
solve this problem, since they have graphics representation, they are easy  to learn, they 
work as a language of communication among experts from several areas, allowing the 
description of static and dynamic aspects of the system to be represented, and still have the  
Mathematical formalism that allows the use of methods of analysis. The several applications 
of Petri nets on Engineering are presented in Padua et al. (2003). Since Zisman (1977) used 
Petri nets to model workflow for the first time, many authors have published studies that 
also looked for the integration of the two subjects. Among them, some can be mentioned: 
Chrzastowski-Wachtel et al. (2003), Rinderle et al. (2003), Dehnert (2003), Grigorova (2003) 
and Verbeck et al. (2002), Aalst and Hee (2002) and Padua et al. (2004), explain that there are 
several reasons to use Petri nets for business processes modeling: formal semantics, graphic 
nature, expressiveness, properties, analysis and the advantage of not being dependent on 
the supplier. 
The criterion of verifying correctness defined to workflow-nets is called soundness. Sound is 
synonymous of correct according to Aalst and Hee (2002). Aalst (1997) developed a 
technique that verifies that the procedure meets the following requirements (of soundness): 
no task should exist that does not contribute to the processing of cases; for any case, the 
procedure eventually will end and at the moment that the procedure ends for specific cases,  
all references to this case should be removed. 
2.1 Formalizing the business processes model 
To perform the mapping of the Business Processes Model onto Petri Nets, based on Aalst 
(1999), a formal definition of the Model of Business Processes of the EKD (BPM-EKD) was 
created. 
In this way, it was possible to describe the requirements that a Business Processes Model 
should meet in order to do the mapping be development. Seeking for formal definition of 
the Model of Business Processes, it was created a set of connectors to the Business Processes 
Model of EKD. The set of connectors is represented by C and it is composed by CAND, COR, 
CJ, CS, CIP and CPI. The connectors COR and CAND were created to identify exclusive choice 
and parallelism in order that the cases of parallelism and choice won’t be modeled exactly in 
the same way, creating ambiguities and difficulties of comprehension. The connectors CJ 
and CS define the connectors type join and split. To describe the nature of the flow of 
processes and their interactions, there is a set of terms, used in Workflow Management 
Coalition (1996) and in Aalst and Hee (2002), which are presented as follows: 
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• AND-Split: point where, from a single line of flow, two or more lines start and are 
performed in parallel. 
• AND-Join: point where two or more activities, running in parallel, converge on a single 
line of common flow. 
• OR-Split: point where a single line of flow makes a decision among a number of 
options. 
• OR-Join: point at which an activity that has a number of alternatives, directs itself to a 
single option 
According to these settings AND-Split, AND-Join, OR-Split and OR-Join the construction of 
Figure 1 are not allowed on formal BPM-EKD. 
 
 
 
inf-set  
AND 
Processo  Processo  
…
inf-set  
…
inf-set  
OR 
Processo Processo  
…
inf-set 
…
inf-set  
OR 
Processo  Processo  
… inf-set  
…
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Processo Processo 
… inf-set 
…
 
 
Fig. 1. Constructions that are not allowed in a formal BPM-EKD  
The connectors CIP and CPI show that a connector C is a path from one inf-set to one process 
or a path from a process to an inf-set.  
The initial and final states are not specified on Business Processes Model of EKD, it was 
necessary to create such states in order that the formalization could be effectively 
accomplished.  This situation will be explained during the course of this chapter. 
Definition 1. A BPM-EKD is a quintuple (I, P, C, Q, A):  
- I is a finite set of inf-set (set of information).  
- P is a finite set of processes,  
- C is a finite set of logical connectors,  
- Q ∈ C → {AND, OR} é is a function that maps each connector within an specific type of 
connector. 
- A ⊆ (I × P) ∪ (P × I) ∪ (I × C) ∪ (C × I) ∪(P × C) ∪(C × P) is a set of arcs. 
A BPM-EKD is composed of three types of elements: inf-set -set of information (I), processes 
(P) and connectors (C).  The type of each connector is given by the function Q: Q(c) is the 
type (AND or OR) of a connector c ∈ C. The connection A specifies a set of arcs connecting 
processes, set of information (inf-set) and connectors. The definition 1 shows that it is not 
allowed to have an arc connecting two processes or two inf-sets or two connectors. 
Definition 2. A directed path p from a node n1 to a node nk,is a sequence <n1, n2, ...nK>  
sequence, such as <ni, ni+1> ∈ A for 1 ≤ i ≤ k – 1. p is elementary if, and only if,  for any of the 
nodes ni and nj  in p, i ≠ j → ni ≠ nj. 
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The definition of directed path will be used to limit the number of construction of routes 
that can be used. This definition allows the definition of CIP (set of connectors from one inf-
set to one process) and CPI (set of connectors from one process to one inf-set). CIP and CPI 
divide the set of connectors C. Based on the Q function, the C is portioned in CAND and COR. 
The set CJ and CS is used to classify (rank) the connectors in connectors join or split.  
Definition 3. Considering BPM-EKD = (I, P, C, Q, A) a: 
- N = I ∪ P ∪ C is a set of nodes of BPM-EKD 
- CAND = {c ∈ C| Q(c) = AND}; 
- COR = {c ∈ C| Q(c) = OR}; 
- Para n ∈ N: •n = {m|(m,n) ∈ A} is the set of input nodes, and n• ={m|(n,m) ∈ A} is the 
set of output nodes  
- CJ = {c ∈ C |  |•c| ≥ 2} is the set of join connectors 
- Cs = {c ∈ C |  |c•| ≥ 2} is the set of join connectors 
- CIP ⊆ C such that c ∈ CIP, if and only if there is a path p = <n1, n2, n3>, tal que n1 ∈ I,  
n2∈ C, n3 ∈ P; and 
- CPI ⊆ C such that c ∈ CPI if and only if there is a path p p = <n1, n2, n3>, tal que n1 ∈ P,  
n2 ∈ C, n3 ∈ I. 
Definition 3 enables to specify the additional requirements an BPM-EKD chain should satisfy. 
Definition 4. A Business Process Model of EKD meets the following requirements:  
- The sets I, P and C are pairwise disjoint, i.e, I ∩ P = ∅, I ∩ C = ∅, and P ∩ C = ∅; 
- For each i ∈ I: |•i| ≤ 1 and |i•| ≤ 1; 
- There is at least one inf set i ∈ I, such that |•i| = 0 (inf-set start); 
- There is at least one inf-set i ∈ I, such that|i•| = 0 (inf-set end); 
- For each p ∈ P: |•p| = 1 and |p•| = 1; 
- For each c ∈ C: |•c| ≥ 1 and |c•| ≥ 1; 
- The graph induced by BPM-EKD C is weakly connected, if for every two nodes n1, n2 ∈ 
N, (n1, n2) ∈ (A ∪ A-1)*; 
- CJ and Cs partition de C, i.e., CJ ∩Cs = ∅ and CJ ∪Cs = C; e 
- CIP and CPI partition de C, i.e., CIP ∩CPI = ∅ and CIP ∪ CPI = C. 
In the line of Aalst (1999), the first requirement states that each component has a unique 
identifier (name). The connector names are omitted in the diagram of an BPM-EKD. The 
other requirements correspond to restrictions on the relation A. Inf Sets cannot have 
multiple input arcs and there is at least one start inf set and one final inf set. Each function 
has exactly one input arc and one output arc. For every two nodes n1 and n2 there is a path 
from n1 to n2 (ignoring the direction of the arcs). A connector c is either a join connector 
((|c•| = 1 and |•c| ≥ 2) jc or a split connector (|•c| = 1 and |c•| ≥ 2). The last requirement 
states that a connector c is either on a path from an inf set to a process or on a path from a 
process to an inf set. The BPM-EKD is syntactically correct, if all the requirements stated in 
Definition 4 are satisfied.  
3.2 The business processes model on Petri Nets mapping 
In this section, the Business Processes Model on Petri nets mapping procedure will be 
presented. The mapping procedure was developed based on Petri nets place / transition. 
The definitions (1) and (4) presented only report the syntax of the Business Processes Model 
of EKD and not the semantics.  
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The places represent inf-sets or are necessary constructions to model the behavior of 
connector of BPM-EKD. The transitions represent processes or are representing the behavior 
of the connector. Each connector c ∈ C corresponds to places, transitions and / or arcs. 
The connector can correspond to a number of arcs of Petri net or to a small network of 
places and transitions. The connector OR corresponds to a behavior of a place. The AND 
connector corresponds to a transition behavior. On definition 5 the element Place of Petri 
nets will be represented by L to avoid confusion with the P of BPM-EKD process. The 
definition 5, presented as follows, shows how the mapping of the connectors of BPM-EKD is 
developed in this study. 
On the BPM-EKD context the arcs always have equal weight as 1 because places correspond 
to conditions. On a Petri net, which corresponds to one correct (sound) BPM-EKD, a place 
will never contain multiple brands.  The net is secure. The states with multiple brands in one 
place are results of projects errors and to identify these errors it is necessary to consider non-
secure nets. 
Definition 5. Let BPM-EKD = (I,P,C,Q,A). N(EKD)=(LPN, TPN, FPN) is the Petri net generated 
by EPC BPM-EKD:  
LPN = I ∪( 
c C∈
∪ LcPN)  
The set of places (LPN) is formed by the union of all inf-sets with places that were included to 
represent connectors (
c C∈
∪ LcPN). 
TPN = P ∪(
c C∈
∪ TcPN)  
The set of transitions (TPN) is formed by the union of all Processes with transitions that were 
included to represent connectors (
c C∈
∪ TcPN). 
FPN = (A ∩ ((I × P) ∪ (P × I))) ∪ (
c C∈
∪ FcPN) 
The set of arcs of the net (FPN) is formed by arcs of model that range from I to P and from P 
to I and the union of arcs included to represent connectors (
c C∈
∪ FcPN).  
Following, the definitions of LcPN, TcPN and FcPN will be presented according to the mapping 
rules related to the type of connectors of BPM-EKD.  Right after each definition, examples 
that represent the utilized (applied) rules for mapping the connectors of EKD-MPN on Petri 
nets are presented. 
Rule 1 
c ∈ C IP∩CJ∩CAND 
When the connector c belongs to CIP (path from inf-set to process) intersection of CJ (join) 
intersection of Cand, the definitions of LcPN, TcPN  and FcPN are  the following: 
1. LcPN = ∅ 
2. TcPN = ∅ 
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3. FcPN = {(x, y)|x∈•c e y∈c•} 
The equation I states that it is not necessary to add places to represent this connector. The 
equation II states that it is necessary to add transitions to represent this connector. The 
equation III states that the arcs that go from the set of the connector input to the set of the 
connector output. 
In this case, it is noticed that the connector AND-join corresponds to two or more arcs on 
Petri nets if, and only if, the output is a process. On Figure 2 an example of mapping of the 
connector c ∈ C IP∩CJ∩CAND is presented. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Example of CAND Mapping among two or more inf-sets for one process. 
Rule 2 
c ∈ C PI∩CJ∩CAND   
When the connector c belongs to CPI (path from process to inf-set) intersection of CJ (join) 
intersection of CAND, the definitions of LcPN, TcPN e FcPN  are the following:  
1. LcPN = { lxc | x ∈ •c} 
2. TcPN = {tc} 
3. FcPN = {(x,lxc)|x ∈•c}∪ {( lxc, tc)|x ∈•c}∪ {(tc, x)|x ∈c•} 
On equation I it is stated that to represent this connector it is necessary to add one place for 
each process of the connector input. On equation II it is indicated that to represent this 
connector it is necessary to add a transition. On equation III it is stated that to represent the 
connector it is necessary to add arcs that connect the transitions to the places of the 
connector inputs, among the places and the corresponding transitions to the connector and 
between the transition and the place of the connector output.  
In this case, the connector AND-join behaves as a transition. It is added one place for each 
process of the connector input. On figure 3 one example of the connector mapping c ∈C 
PI∩CJ∩CAND is presented. 
Rule 3 
c ∈ C IP∩CJ∩COR  
inf-set  
Processo  
inf-set  
AND 
… …
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Fig. 3. Example of CAND Mapping among two or more processes for one inf-set. 
When the connector c belongs to CIP (path from inf-set to process) intersection of CJ (join) 
intersection of COR, the definitions of LcPN, TcPN and FcPN are the following: 
1. LcPN = {lc} 
2. TcPN = { txc | x ∈ •c} 
3. FcPN = {( x, txc)|x ∈•c}∪ {( txc,lc)|x ∈•c}∪ {(lc,x)|x ∈c•} 
On equation I it is stated that to represent the connector it is necessary to add one place. On 
equation II it is established that to represent this connector it is necessary to add one 
transition for each inf-set of the connector input. On equation III it is stated that to represent 
this connector it is necessary to add a set of arcs from the places to the transitions of the 
connector input, among the transitions and the place that corresponds to the connector and 
between the place and the transition of the connector output.  
The connector OR-join has the behavior of a place when the connector is CIP. On Figure 4 an 
example of mapping of the connector c ∈ C IP∩CJ∩COR. is presented. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Example COR Mapping among two or more inf-sets for one process.  
Rule 4  
c ∈ C PI∩CJ∩COR  
inf-set  
AND 
Processo  Processo  
… …
inf-set  
OR 
Processo  
inf-set  ……
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When the connector c belongs to CPI (path from process to inf-set) intersection of CJ (join) 
intersection of COR,, the definitions of LcPN, TcPN  and FcPN and Fc PN are the following:  
1. LcPN = ∅ 
2. TcPN = ∅ 
3. FcPN = {(x, y)|x∈•c e y∈c•} 
On equation I it is presented that it is not necessary to add places to represent this connector. 
On equation II it is stated that it is not necessary to add transitions to represent this 
connector. On equation III it is presented that the arcs set is between the input set and the 
output set.  
The connector OR-join corresponds to two or more arcs on Petri nets if, and only if, the 
connector is CPI. On Figure 5 an example of mapping of the connector c ∈ C PI∩CJ∩COR is 
presented 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Example of COR Mapping among two or more process for an inf-set.  
Rule 5 
c ∈ CIP ∩Cs∩CAND 
When the connector c belongs to CIP (path from inf-set to process) intersection of CS (join) 
intersection of CAND, the definitions of LcPN, TcPN  and FcPN are the following: 
1. LcPN = { lxc | x ∈ c•} 
2. TcPN = {tc} 
3. FcPN = {(x, tc)|x∈•c}∪ {( tc, lxc)|x∈c•}∪ {( lxc, x)|x∈c•} 
On equation I it is presented that it is necessary to add one place for each connector output. 
On equation II it is stated that to represent this connector it is necessary to add one 
transition. On equation III it is presented that the arcs set needed to represent this connector 
must be between the place and one corresponding transition to the connector, among one 
transition and the places of the connector output and among the places of the connector 
output and the transition. 
Thus, the connector AND-split of type CIP behaves as a transition followed by a number of 
places equal to a number of processes. On figure 6 one example of mapping of the connector 
c ∈ CIP ∩Cs∩CAND is presented. 
inf-set  
OR 
Processo  Processo  
…
…
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Fig. 6. Example of CAND  mapping a inf-set for to or more process. 
Rule 6 
c ∈ C PI∩Cs∩CAND 
When the connector c belongs to CIP (path from process to inf-set ) intersection of CS (join) 
intersection of CAND,  the definitions of LcPN, TcPN e FcPN are the following: 
1. LcPN = ∅ 
2. TcPN = ∅ 
3. FcPN = {(x, y)|x∈•c e y∈c•} 
On equation I it is presented that it is not necessary to add places to represent this connector. 
On equation II it is stated that it is not necessary to add transitions to represent this 
connector. On equation III it is presented that the arcs set is between the input set and the 
output set.  
The connector AND-split corresponds to a number of arcs on Petri nets if, and only if, the 
output is two or more inf-sets. On Figure 7 an example of the connector mapping c ∈ C 
PI∩CS∩CAND is presented. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Example of CAND Mapping based one process to two or more inf-sets. 
inf-set  
AND 
Processo  Processo  
…
…
inf-set  
AND 
Processo  
inf-set  
…
…
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Rule 7 
c ∈ C IP∩Cs∩COR  
When the connector c belongs to CIP (path from inf-set to process) intersection of CS (join) 
intersection of COR, the definitions of LcPN, TcPN  and FcPN are the following:  
1. LcPN = ∅ 
2. TcPN = ∅ 
3. FcPN = {(x, y)|x∈•c e y∈c•} 
On equation I it is presented that it is not necessary to add places to represent this connector. 
On equation II it is stated that it is not necessary to add transitions to represent this 
connector. On equation III it is presented that the arcs set is between the input set and the 
output set.  
The connector OR-split corresponds to a number of arcs on Petri nets if, and only if,  the 
output  is two or more processes On Figure 9 an example of the connector mapping c ∈ C 
IP∩Cs∩COR. is presented. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8. Example of COR Mapping from one inf-set to two or more processes  
Rule 8 
c ∈ C PI∩Cs∩COR  
When the connector c belongs to CPI (path from process to inf-set)  
intersection of CS (join) intersection of COR, the definitions of LcPN, TcPN e FcPN are the 
following: 
1. LcPN = {lc} 
2. TcPN = { txc | x ∈ c•} 
3. FcPN = {(x,lc)|x∈•c}∪ {(lc,txc)|x∈c•}∪ {( txc, x)|x∈c•} 
On equation I it is stated that to represent this connector it is necessary to add one place. On 
equation II it is presented that it is necessary to add a transition for each inf-set of the 
connector output. On equation III it is stated that the set of arcs should be between the initial 
transition and the correspondent place to the connector, among the place and the transitions 
inf-set  
OR 
Processo  Processo  
…
…
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of the connector output and among the transitions of the connector output and the places.  
The only way to exist a place with more than one output arc is the mapping of the connector 
OR-split from a process to two or more inf-sets. The rules of mapping ensure that the 
number of transitions is equal to the number of places. The net is free choice. On figure 9 
one example of mapping of the connector c ∈ CPI∩CS∩COR is presented. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. Example of COR Mapping from one process to two or more inf-sets  
The BPM-EKD (I, P, C, Q, A) is a Business process model of EKD and  
PN = N (BPM-EKD) the Petri net generated by BPM-EKD. PN is free choice. 
Definition 6 . A BPM-EKD is a regular only if: 
- BPM-EKD has two inf-sets special: istart and  ifinal. inf-set istart is a node sourcee: •istart= ∅. 
inf-set ifinal is end node: ifinal •= ∅. 
- Every node n ∈ N is on a path from iinício to ifinal. 
In the same line of Aalst (1999), the identification of inf-set start and e_inf-set final allows for 
a clear definition of the initial state and the final state. The BPM-EKD with multiple start inf-
sets (i.e.inf-sets without any input arcs) or multiple final inf-sets (i.e. inf-sets without any 
output arcs) can easily be extended with an initialization and/or a termination part such 
that the first requirement is satisfied.  
The second requirement demands that every inf-set is in the scope bordered by inf-set start 
and inf-set inicial. If the original BPM-EKD is extended with an initialization and/or a 
termination part such that the first requirement is satisfied, then the second requirement is 
quite natural. If the second requirement is not satisfied, then the BPM-EKD is: 
1. composed of completely disjointed parts, 
2. it has parts which are never activated or 
3. parts of the event-driven process chain form a trap.  
How does BPM-EKD describes the process instance, the two requirements are reasonable. 
The life cycle should have a clear start inf-set, an end inf-set, and all the steps should be on a 
path between these two events. As in Aalst (1999), in remainder of this chapter, the BPM-
EKD will be assumed to be regular. 
One BPM-EKD describes a procedure with an initial state and a final state. The procedure 
should be designed in such a way that always it ends properly. Moreover, it should be 
possible to run any process following the proper route of BPM-EKD.  
inf-set  
OR 
Processo  
inf-set  
…
…
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Definition 7. A regular BPM-EKD is “sound” if, and only if: 
1. For each M marking reachable from the initial state (for example, the state, where the 
iinitial inf-set is the only inf-set that exists), there is a sequence of shots taking from the M 
marking to the final marking (for example, where the ifinal inf-set is the only inf-set that 
exists).  
2. The only existing mark at the end of the process is in the final state ifinal.  
3. There are no dead processes, for example, for each process p there is a shot sequence, 
which runs p.  
The conformity, according to the ones of Petri nets, is the minimum requirement, so that any 
BPM-EKD should meet. A BPM-EKD sound is free of potential deadlocks and livelocks. If 
assuming fairness, then the first two requirements imply that eventually the final mark will 
be achieved (it is noticed that this is a result of the combination of ownership of soundness 
and free choice. The property free choice implies that for each transition t1 e t2, •t1 ∩ •t2 ≠ ∅ 
that implies that •t = •t2. 
The complex BPM-EKD found in practice, the verification of property soundness is not 
simple. Fortunately, techniques and tools based on Petri nets can be used to analyze this 
property. The inspection of the tree coverage of Petri net that corresponds to BPM-EKD is 
sufficient to verify soundness. For complex BPM-EKD, the tree coverage can become very 
big. This phenomenon is known as the “explosion problem of state." One BPM-EKD with 80 
processes can easily have more than 200,000 markings. Although the computers currently 
have trouble to analyze trees coverage of that size, there are many advanced techniques that 
explore the structure of Petri nets, in this case generated by one BPM-EKD. These techniques 
allow efficient procedures decision. Before presenting such procedure, primarily it is 
necessary to list some properties present in any Petri net generated by one BPM-EKD sound.  
The BPM-EKD = (I, P, C, Q, A) is sound and PN = N (BPM-EKD) the Petri net generated by 
the BPM-EKD. Consider PN be as PN with an additional t transition connecting ifinal to iinitial 
and let M to be the initial marking with a mark in iinitial (Aalst, 1999).  
- PN is strongly connected; 
- PN is susceptible of coverage; 
- (PN, M) is live  and 
- (PN, M) is limited. 
A Petri net is strongly connected if, and only if, for each pair of nodes (places and 
transitions) x and y, there is a path from x until y (Aalst, 1999). PN is strongly connected 
because all nodes are on the path from the iinitial to the ifinal and ifinal is connected in iinitial 
through additional t. PN is WF-net according to Aalst (1997). Therefore, soundness 
coincides with vivacity and limitation. (PN, M) is free choice, alive and limited and, 
according to Aalst and Hee (2002), implies that PN is susceptible of coverage and (PN, M) is 
secure. Building the results presented in Aalst (1997), the property of soundness can be 
verified in polynomial time.  One BPM-EKD corresponds to a WF-net free choice. One WF-
net is sound if, and only if, the extended net is alive and limited. Vivacity and limitation can 
be verified in time polynomial. For that reason soundness can be verified in polynomial 
time.  
In this way, it is possible to extend tools with efficient decision procedures to verify the 
soundness property of one BPM-EKD.  For guiding the user to look for defects and fix them 
in a project of one BPM-EKD   it is also possible to supply additional diagnoses based on the 
structure of BPM-EKD/Petri nets. 
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3.3 Assessment method of Business Processes Model of EKD 
The assessment method of Business Processes Model of EKD consists of: 
1. developing the organizational model EKD using the guidelines presented in Bubenko et 
al. (1998). 
2. Developing Business Processes Model according to the formalization the BPM-EKD 
presented in this work. Check if the model meets the following requirements:  
2.1. All processes must have input and output conditions. When a case doesn’t have any 
input condition, it will not be clear when it may be performed. When a process doesn’t have 
any output conditions, it does not contribute for the success of the process and can be 
omitted.  
2.2. There must be at least one final inf-set and one initial inf-set. 
2.3. The input of the process should be equal to 1.  
2.4. The output of the process should be equal to 1.  
2.5. The output of an inf-set should be equal or less than 1. In case it is less than 1, it is a final 
inf-set.  
2.6. The input of inf-set should be equal or less than 1. In case it is less than 1, it is an initial 
inf-set.  
2.7. The entry of the connector should be larger than or equal to 1.  
2.8. The output of the connector should be larger or equal to 1.  
2.9. Every connector should be OR or AND type.  
2.10. Every connector should be Split or Join type.  
2.11. Every connector should be PI or IP type.  
2.12. A split-type connector should have the input equal to 1.  
2.13. A split-type connector should have the output equal to 2 or larger than 2.  
2.14. A join-type connector should have the input larger than 2 or equal to 2. 
2.15. A join-type connector should have the output equal to 1.  
2.16. It is not allowed to connect process to process.  
2.17. It is not allowed to connect inf-set to inf-set. 
2.18. It is not allowed to use the connector linking process(es) to process(es) and inf-set (s) to 
inf-set (s).  
2.19. It is not allowed the connection of connector (s) with connector(s).  
2.20. All the inf-sets that were not generated by the process should be enabled.  
3. Model mapping on Petri nets. The inf-sets are represented by places and the processes are 
represented by transitions. For the connectors mapping it is necessary to follow the rules 
presented as follows:  
3.1. The set of places is formed by the union of all inf-sets with places that were included to 
represent the connectors.  
3.2. The set of transitions is formed by the union of all Processes with transitions that were 
included to represent connectors. 
3.3. The set of net arcs is formed by model arcs that range from I (inf-set) to P (process) and 
from P to I and the union of the arcs included to represent connectors.  
3.4. Rule 1 states that when the connector c belongs to CIP (path from inf-set to process) 
intersection of CJ (join) intersection of CAND, the connector (c ∈ C IP∩CJ∩CAND) corresponds 
to two or more arcs on Petri nets.  
3.5. Rule 2 states that when the connector c belongs to C PI (path from process to inf-set) 
intersection of CJ (join) intersection of CAND, the connector (c ∈ C PI∩CJ∩CAND) behaves as 
one transition. A place for each connector input process is added.  
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3.6. Rule 3 states that when the connector c belongs to CIP (path from inf-set to process) 
intersection of CJ (join) intersection of COR, the connector (c ∈C IP∩CJ∩COR) behaves as one 
place.  
3.7. Rule 4 states that when the connector c belongs to C PI (path from process to inf-set) 
intersection of CJ (join) intersection of COR,, the connector  (c ∈C PI∩CJ∩COR) corresponds to 
two or more arcs onto Petri nets.  
3.8. Rule 5 states that when the connector c belongs to CIP (path from inf-set to process) 
intersection of CS (split) intersection of CAND, the connector (c ∈CIP∩CS∩CAND) behaves as 
one transition followed by a number of places equal to the number of processes.  
3.9. Rule 6 states that when the connector c belongs to C PI (path from process to inf-set) 
intersection of CS (Split) intersection of CAND, the connector (c ∈ C PI∩CS∩CAND) corresponds 
to a number of arcs onto Petri nets.   
3.10. Rule 7 states that when the connector c belongs to CIP (path from inf-set to process) 
intersection of CS (Split) intersection of COR, the connector (c ∈ C IP∩CS∩COR) corresponds to 
a number of arcs onto Petri nets. 
3.11. Rule 8 states that when the connector c belongs to C PI (path from process to inf-set) 
intersection of CS (Split) intersection of COR, the connector (c ∈ C PI∩CS∩COR) corresponds to 
one place followed by a number of transitions equal to the number of processes of the 
output of the connector.  
4. Building the tree of reachability Through the tree of reachability is possible to verify 
several errors that may occur in the definition of process, even without specific knowledge 
of the business process. In lack of editing tool of Petri nets it is possible to verify the 
soundness property through the inspection of the reachability tree that corresponds to the 
BPM-EKD.  
5. After making the mapping on Petri nets, assessing the model using an editing tool on 
Petri networks. In this work, Petri Net Tools have been used. The following items should be 
considered:  
5.1. The verification of possible deadlock, as to say whenever it is not possible to run any 
task.  
5.2. The elimination of cases that are in infinite loop (livelock). 
5.3. The verification of possible tasks that can not be executed (deadtask).  
5.4. The elimination of conflicts.  
5.5. The verification of possible paths.  
5.6. Checking the existence of marks in other places after the end condition order was 
completed. Once the mark appears at the end place, all other marks must have disappeared. 
6. To present the report of the problems founded. 
4. The application method. 
The model that will be presented was developed on project ESPRIT ELEKTRA (Electrical 
Enterprise Knowledge for Transforming Applications) (ELEKTRA, 2000). The ELEKTRA 
project focuses mainly on application of EKD method for the management problems of 
changes within organizations from Greece and Sweden, generating a set of generic practices 
in order to apply them to other companies.  
The Vattenfall case was chosen on ELEKTRA project. The project was based on a careful 
analysis not only of current practice and process but also of problems, of needs, of 
opportunities and realized future goals.  
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The model is from the strategic planning process of human resources. The planning process 
is conducted on a strategic level. It involves formulation of policies and goals for human 
resources planning for Vattenfall treating the metrics on achieving the formulated goals. The 
model describes how the human resources planning should be integrated with the business 
strategic planning. Initially, based on business planning goals, it is formulated a group of 
goals and indicators within the domain of competence, then the goals and indicators are 
reported to the business area into the documents: pre-conditions for business planning / 
budget guidelines. Paralleled or not, the policies, guidelines and   instructions are 
formulated from the term of private and political goals.  Afterwards, communications of 
these policies are effectuated.  
The following procedures are: running activities within the substitute (proxy) domain on 
competency; returning trimestrially the goals and indicators with the help of System of 
Group Review; presenting a summary of achieved goals and indicators; comparing achieved 
goals and tendencies with the proposed goals according to the private policies and business 
planning and review goals. On Figure 11 the modified described model to be mapped on 
Petri nets is presented. The inputs of process 1 have been modified for not meeting the 
requirement method that states that the process can only have one input.  
Although the method states that one initial and final inf-set should be placed, it was not 
possible to place a final inf-set because the end of the procedure was not clear. The 
connectors were added.  
On Figure 12 the same model mapped on Petri nets is presented according to the method 
presented in this work. The connectors of the model of the process of human resources 
strategic planning and their corresponding rules mapping are presented on Table 1. The 
elements of Petri Nets corresponding to the elements of BPM-EKD are presented on Table 2.  
Test result  
On Figure 13 the model simulated on Petri Net Tools is presented. A tree of reachability 
presented on figure 14 shows that the Pr6 transition will be shot unless there is a mark at IS8 
place. As there is not such a mark before the shot of Pr7 transition there will be a deadlock.  
Moreover, there is not a clear end condition. The model is not sound.  
5. Final considerations 
It was emphasized that the main problem of Organizational modeling approaches, 
including the EKD, is the absence of techniques for objective analysis. The techniques of 
analysis with mathematical rigor are not usual for business area professionals. It was 
confirmed that the Petri nets solve this problem, once they have graphic representation, are 
easy to learn, function as language of communication among experts from several areas, 
allow the description of static and dynamic aspects of the system to be represented, and still 
have the mathematical formalism that allows the use of important methods of analysis.  
The business processes, regularly, have a simple structure before being introduced in 
systems of advanced information, such as system of workflow. This simplicity is due mainly 
to the fact that a document can only be in one place at the same moment. The document 
serves as a set of marks that ensure the performance sequential tasks. Currently, after 
several years of development of systems in a sequential way, it is possible to model 
processes in a completely different order, once the information and data can be shared. 
Several people can work at the same time in the same case. For this reason it is not always 
possible to perform the tasks sequentially. Through the utilization of parallel business 
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processes it is possible to achieve enormous reductions on the performance time. The 
business environment is opportune to perform the tasks in parallel according to the 
necessity. However, the utilization of sequential, parallel, selective and iterative routes in 
the same process makes the assessment of the defined processes difficult. 
In this way, the research showed that the Business Processes Model should be developed 
with great care, because, in addition to problems resulting from errors in the project being 
difficult to detect, the costs of correcting the errors are high. The ambiguities and conflicts 
should be eliminated of the models.  
It was possible to confirm that ambiguities and confusion cannot be prevented on informal 
Business Processes model. To solve this problem, a Business Processes Model with a formal 
semantic was developed. To develop this semantic a connector set for Business Processes 
Model of EKD was created. The connectors set represented by C and composed by CAND, COR, 
CJ, CS, CIP and CPI. The connectors COR and CAND are important to identify (exclusive) choice 
and parallelism for the cases of parallelism and choice won’t be exactly modeled in the same 
way, avoiding ambiguities and comprehension difficulties. The connectors CJ and CS define 
connectors join and split type. The connectors CIP and CPI show that a connector c is a path 
from an inf-set to a process or a path from a process to an inf-set. 
The initial and final states were included to enable that the formalization be effectively 
accomplished. These states are not specified in the Business Processes Model of original EKD.  
In this work a procedure of formal mapping of Business Processes Model on  
Petri nets was developed. The procedure of mapping was developed based on Petri nets 
place transition. Through a business process model mapped on Petri nets in accordance with 
this procedure, it was possible to verify some requirements that ensure if the process was 
correctly modeled and other requirements that allow the process analysis.  
Thus, the Assessment Method of Business Processes Model of EKD was created from the 
procedure of formal mapping of the Business Processes Model on Petri nets. The method 
consists on a sequence of steps that ranges from the development of organizational model to 
the construction of reachability tree and simulation of model in tool.  
The application of the method allows verifying the presence of deadlock, in which the 
process can never be accomplished. Moreover, there is no clear end condition, so the model 
is not sound.  
Based on these problems, it can be stated that the care on the modeling process is 
fundamental in order that the model represents faithfully the way the process is performed 
and that these problems are minimized when the model is developed in accordance with the 
method developed in this work. 
The great convenience, as previously stated, in using Petri nets in business processes model 
is the possibility of a thorough tracking and non-ambiguous on each step of the operation.  
Moreover, this work shows that Petri nets enable a formal mathematical representation and 
provide mechanisms of analysis that make possible the verification of the model correction 
and the checking of their properties.  
The fact that some constructions are not allowed can be considered a disadvantage of the 
BPM-EKD formalization.  But, during the process of modeling these constructions should be 
carefully analyzed, being important the discernment of the team or person who is modeling 
in order that the model be developed in accordance with the created settings in this work. 
It is important to emphasize that the application of assessment method in many Business 
Processes Models can be impractical without a tool computer that supports all steps of the 
method. 
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Fig. 10. Model Procedure for strategic planning of human resources changed. 
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Fig. 11. Strategic planning model mapped to the Petri nets. 
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Conector Rule corresponding 
CPI CS CAND Rule 6 
CIP CJ COR Rule 3 
CIP CJ CAND Rule 1 
CIP CS COR Rule 7 
Table 1. Connectors used in the model of strategic human resource planning and mapping 
corresponding Rule. 
PN BPM-EKD  
Place inf-set Description 
Is1 1 Objectives of planning in business 
Is2 2 Term goals of individuals and political 
Is3 3 Objectives of the group and indicators within the domain 
of competence. 
Is4 4 Policies, guidelines and instructions within the area of 
supply of skills 
Is5 5 Proposal for revised indicators and targets 
Is6 6 Pre-conditions for business plans / guidelines for budget 
Is7 7 Policies, guidelines and instructions within the 
competence in the field of alternate 
Is8 8 Revised objectives and indicators within the domain of the 
alternate power 
Is9 9 Results of activities to alternate in power 
Is10 10 Information on area business 
Is11 11 Information on the area of the business to achieve goals 
Is12 12 Objectives and indicators aggregates 
Tr Pr Description 
Pr1 1 Formulating Group Objectives and indicators within the 
domain of competence 
Pr2 2 Formulate policies 
Pr3 3 Communicate goals and indicators for the business area in 
the documents: pre-conditions for business planning / 
budget guidelines 
Pr4 4 Communicate policies via intranet or folder 
Pr5 5 Review goals and indicators 
Pr6 6 Perform activities within the area of the alternate power 
Pr7 7 Review of objectives and indicators 
Pr8 8 Return quarterly goals and indicators with the help of the 
System Review Group 
Pr9 9 Overview of goals achieved and indicators 
Pr10 10 Goals made and trends compare with the proposed 
objectives in accordance with the policies of private and 
business planning 
Table 2. Elements of Petri networks corresponding to the elements of BPM-EKD of Strategic 
Planning 
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Fig. 12. Simulation Model of the Strategic Planning Tool in Petri Net Tools. 
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